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DAILY IN THE MEDIA we hear stories of robberies, 
attempted theft and incidents of concern. As a 
businessperson or an organisation these threats 
are real and have some level of impact on the way  
you do business. 

If you are in business at some point that hard 
earned revenue/cash has to be taken to the 
bank. Are you currently taking that cash to the 
bank yourself or sending it with a staff member 
or an uninsured courier? 

What happens if they get robbed, hurt or killed 
during this exercise?  Worst case scenario you 
have now lost not only your earning but a human 
life. Was it worth taking the risk?

Amalgamated Security’s Cash In Transit 
(CIT) operation provides secure and reliable 
transportation of money to/from any location 
in Barbados. Our services are tailored to suit 
the requirements of the customers, giving each 
customer peace of mind in knowing that their 

valuables are being transported in a 
secure fashion. 

Customers who use Amalgamated 
Security’s CIT services benefit from:

• Reducing their exposure to robberies 
and losses
• Protecting their staff from potential 
attacks and harm
• Collections and deliveries at  
their convenience
• Possible reduction in insurance 
premiums
       Our Cash In Transit services are 

conducted by staff who are among the most 
experienced and trustworthy in the company. 
In addition to the extra background checking 
which these staff undergo, Amalgamated 
CIT staff are security professionals who have 
received specialised training for the demanding 
requirements of this service.

The armored trucks used by Amalgamated 
Security are the most sophisticated and secure 
in Barbados, designed to an international 
standard with the objective of being able to 
withstand attack. In addition, the design of 
our vehicles is intended to eliminate the visible 
exposure of all the cash, thus reducing any 
potential loss. 

All of our vehicles are constantly monitored 
via global positioning system (GPS) tracking 
devices installed in all our vehicles. With the 
Amalgamated Inteltrack GPS system, the 
location and whereabouts of customers’ cash 
and valuables are monitored from the point 
of pick-up, in transit, through to final delivery/
destination. In addition there is constant 
communication between each CIT vehicle and 
the Amalgamated Control Centre.

All valuable cargo transported by 
Amalgamated Security in Barbados is covered 
by our insurance up to the individual customer’s 
contract limit.

In addition to collecting customer deposits, 
Amalgamated Security also provides the 
delivery of coin and currency in any amount,  
to single stores and for customers with  
multiple outlets.

The Amalgamated Valuables Transport 
handles the movement of foreign currency from 
banks for export, the import of bank credit cards 
and the importation of jewels into Barbados.

With this breadth of experience available to 
your organisation, why would you want to take 
the risk of putting yourself or your staff  
in harm’s way? We offer very attractive  
and competitive rates, and cater to small, 
medium and large organisations.

Give us a call and we will design with you  
a pick-up schedule that will be not only 
convenient,  but affordable.

Call us at 537-ASSL or visit us at  
www.asslbdos.com or Building 1, RK 
Komplex, Pine Industrial Estate, St Michael –  
we will take the risk for you.
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AMALGAMATED SECURITY provides armed 
escort services for your valuable cargo. (GP)
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